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Porm X of McHugh's Sex Knowledge Inventory was administered to
•elected undergraduates (N=l,380) during the spring semester of 1978.
�est results revealed a mean score of 45.3 (56.6\}, which was slightly
below current norms (59.6\).

High scores were recorded in the areas

of superstitions, misconceptions, and misinfo%1llation (87.31) and
masturbation (73.6%).

Low scores were attained on items pertaining

to the effects of menopause on sex life (34.61) and possible causes
for poor sexual adjustment (46.8\).

Females achieved significantly

higher test results than males.

ANOVA revealed significant ·differences

among the college means epS. OS) •

College group Xs were compared using

'rukey's w-procedure.

Ss enrolled in Nursing.achieved significantly

higher test results than Ss enr�lled in Agriculture and Biological
·

Science, Arts and Science, General Registration, and Engineerir.g.

Ss

enrolled in Pharmacy scored significantly higher than Ss enrolled in
Agriculture and Biological Science.
a course in human sexuality.

74. ll of the Ss had·not completed

64.01 of the Ss felt that additional human

sexuality education is needed at South Dakota State University, while
7.3, disagreed.

Friends {32.01) and books and magazine� (29.2\) were

the most frequently cited sources of sex information.

Ss who received

most of their sex knowledge from either college courses o� books and
magazines achieved significantly higher test results than Ss who cited
friends as their major source of sex information.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Significance of the Study
A paucity of accurate knowledge of human sexuality among all age
groups has been noted by several writers. (28:11) (29:100) (36:2) (41:ix)
Findings of research offer supportive evidence of a general lack of
understanding in this area. (5:128) (26:39) (51:53) (52:590)

Results of

research also indicate a relationship between lower levels of under-.
standing and greater incidence of problems concerning human sexuality.
(34:23) (35:12) (35:13)

Current trends toward more openness relative to discussions of
matters pertaining to sexuality have been indicated by numerous
authors. (17:117) (25:100) (28:11) (29:100)

Though open conununication

often leads to greater insight, results of research reveal that this
has not improved the general level of understanding in this area.
(13:83) (5:128) (14:37)

The related literature indicates that young

people receive a majority of their knowledge of sexuality from peers
and printed material. (16:369) (26:33) (33:27) (49:88)

According to

Warren and st. Pierre, however, these sources are often inaccurate and
misleading. (52:588).
College students, who need and desire pertinent information
relative to concepts of human sexuality, have not been adequately
informed in this area.

Some writers have observed that the nation's

colleges and universities contribute little toward raising the level
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of understanding among students in the area of human sexuality
(2:15) (5:348) (29:11) (43:58)

0

(1:274)

In order to determine whether the pro

vision of additional learning experiences in human sexuality might be
of value to students at South Dakota State University, the present
investigator believed it necessary to determine their current level of
understanding in this area.
statement of the Problem
The purpose of the study was to determine the level of understand
ing in the area of human sexuality among undergraduates at south Dakota
State University o
Scope of the study
The sex knowledge study was a cross-sectional descripti,,e survey
1imited to selected undergraduates at south Dakota State University
during the spring semester of 1978 (N=l, 437)

G

Form X of McHugh's sex

L�owledge Inventory, constructed in 1950 and revised in 1968, was the
instrument selected for use in the survey.

The instrument consists of

80 multiple choice items which measure knowledge of 13 content areas of
human sexuality o

Demographic data which were collected included the age,

sex, marital status, and the name of the college in which each subject
was enrolled.

The instrument was also designed to determine the name of

the state in which the subject received a majority of his pre-college
education, whether the subject believed that a need existed for addi
tional course offerings in human sexuality at South Dakota State
University, and where the subjects received a majority of their human

3

sexuality information.
Limitations
The following limitations were present in the study:
1.

The instrument utilized in the study, Form X of McHugh's sex

Xnowledge Inventory, was constructed in 1950 and revised in 1968.
2.

The group surveyed consisted of selected undergraduates at

South Dakota State University.
3o

There was no assurance that all subjects tested were high�y

motivated.
4.

No attempt was made to develop a sample representative of the

undergraduates enrolled in each college within the University.
Definition of Terms
The terms which follow have been defined for the present study:
Human Sexuality.

"Human sexuality represents a series of complex

interactions between mind and body and is manifested as an indivisible
component of the entire personality a " (25:5)
Sex.

"The total physical and behavioral differences, properties,

and characteristics by which male and female are distinguished." (54:884)
Sex Education.

"Sex education is the preparation for personal

relationships between the sexes by providing appropriate educational
opportunities designed to help the individual develop understandi�g,
acceptance, respect, and trust for himself and others.

sex education

includes knowledge of physical, emotional, and social growth and matur
ation, and understanding of the individual- needs.

It involves the

4

examination of man_' s and woman's roles in society, how they relate and
react to supplement each other, the responsibilities of each towards
the other throughout life, and the development of responsible use of
human sexuality as a positive and creative force."

(3:11)

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
The presentation of the review of related literature constitutes
an investigation into the nature of sex education and is divided into
the following sections:

(1) the rationale for sex education, (2) sex

education in the home, (3) sex education in the church, (4) sex educa
tion in public schools, {5) sex education in colleges and universities,
(6) professional preparation of the sex educator, and (7) a review of
sex knowledge assessment toolse
The Rationale for Sex Education
The widespread need at all levels for additional understanding of
human sexuality has been noted by several authors. (28:11) (29:100) (36:2)
(41:ix)

Mccary concurred with this observation by stating, " • • • the

vast majority of the American public is lamentably ignorant about all

aspects of human sexuality. " (36:2)

Findings of several studies also

indicate a paucity of factual knowledge among people of all ages.
Hayes and Littlefield conducted a study of 740 high school students who
demonstrated a lack of information concerning venereal disease. (23:547)
A test of sex knowle�ge, administered by Warren and St. Pierre, revealed
inadequate comp=ehension of basic human sexuality concepts among col
lege students. (52:590)

Trestrail offered proof of the large number of

sex misconceptions existing among the adult population through study of
295 persons attending a sex education symposium.

Results obtained on a

test of sex misconceptions among participants indicated the need for
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human sexuality education at all levels. (51:53 )
Evidence of social problems directly related to the area of human
sexuality has been cited by several writers. {7:127) (8:68) (17:117)
(28:11) (35:12) (55:36)

According to Willgoose, the incidence of teen

age marriages due to illegitimate pregnancy has doubled over the past
25 years. {53:218)

Poor marital adjustment and adolescent marriage has

contributed to the dissolution of one of every four marriages today.
(55:36)

According to Katchadourian, venereal· disease in this country

has reached epidemic proportionso {27:360)

Nationwide statistics indi

cate that approximately 900,000 cases of gonorrhea and 80,000 cases of
syphilis occur each year. {55:218)

Gonorrhea has become the nation's

most COntinOn communicable disease next to the common cold. {25:277)
Several writers have observed that more than 75 percent of the instances
of venereal disease are not reported. (25:275) (27:360) (35:371) {55:218)
It is possible that many $exual problems could be avoided through
a better understanding of human sexuality.

studies conducted by Master's

and Johnson, for example, have indicated that maladjustment caused by
sexual ignorance is preventable through early sex educationo {34:23)
Mccary also reported findings by Levine which indicated a 60 percent
reduction of venereal disease among high school students over a two year
period following the. development of a school program in sex education.
(35:13)

Rees and Zimmerman have reported similar findings among college

students. {44:371)
The effect of school programs in human sexuality on the level of
sex knowledge has been described by several researchers.

Fassbender
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assessed the sex knowledge of 116 graduate students and found that those
who had completed a course in human sexuality demonstrated a signifi
cantly higher degree of knowledge in comparison to students who had not
had this experience. (13:84)

Warren and St. Pierre found that college

students who had received a majority of their sex knowledge from the
school achieved significantly higher results on a test of sex knowledge
than those who obtained most of their information from parents or
friends. (52:589)

Results of studies conducted by Mims et· al. , and

Woods and Mandetta indicated significant increases in sex knowledge among
undergraduates upon completion of a college col.ll"se in human sexuality.
(39:251) (56:13)
,Sex Education in the Home

Historically, the home has been the primary agent of social growth
and development among young people. Many of the attitudes and values
acquired during childhood are obtained within the family unit.

Stan

dards of moral and ethical conduct among children are often a reflection
of the example set by parents.
The strong influence of parental interaction on the sexual development of children has been noted by several writerso (22:331) (28:14)
(32:433)

Thus, the home is often regarded as the ideal setting for the

sex education of young people o (6:6) (21:15) (�8:16) (42:591)

Hill sur

veyed the sex education background of 1, 148 college students and found

that 62.l percent of the males and 83.1 percent of the females felt that
parents should be the initial source of sex information. (24:474) McCary
reported that through a study conducted by Gaqnon it was learned that
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parents were the preferred sources of sex information among a large
majority of young people. (35:15)

Clitherow surveyed college students'

attitudes toward sources of sex knowledge and found that all of the
subjects felt sex education should be taught in the home. (9:436)
Research findings have indicated the influence of sex education
on behavior when parents are cited as a source of sex information.
(46:1)

One investigator,. for example; surveyed 419 college .students::.:

and �is=overed that, " • • • students whose parents had been the major
source of sex education were significantly less likely to have had
premarital intercourse. " (30:3)
Although it has been shown that parents can influence the sexual
behavior of their children through proper instruction in this area, most
of the evidence indicates that parents are not effectively teaching
their children about sex.

Some parents presume that knowledge of mat

ters pertaining to human sexuality will induce experimentation among
young people. (30:2)

Others are plagued by feelings of anxiety and

guilt relative to sexuality and thus, perpetuate their own inadequacies
among their children. (11:117) (28:15) (29:101) (32:434)

Several writers

have observed that some parents simply do not possess sufficient know
ledge of human sexuality and consequently, cannot effectively teach in
this area. (6:6) (20:15) (25:16) (48:110)
Research also reveals the ineffectiveness of parents as sex edu
cators.

Conley and Haff surveyed 143 high school students and parents

and found that 72 percent of the parents and 61 percent of the students
did not feel that parents had provided enough information in this area.
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(9:432)

Results of a study of 226 college students, conducted by

Clitherow, indicated that 46. 9 percent of the males and 10. 8 percent
of the females had received no sex information from their parents.
(5:72)

Warren and St. Pierre surveyed the sources and acc uracy of sex

Jcnowledge among 266 college students.

Results indicated that less than

20 percent of the subjects mentioned parents as a major source of sex
information. (52:589)

A survey of 381 college women, conducted by

Thornburg, revealed that parents were the initial source of sex infor
mation for 21. 1 percent of the respondents. (50:88)

In a survey of .

1,148 college students, Hill found that 16. 7 percent of the males and
8.1 percent of the females had received very little sex information
from their parents.

Hill's results also revealed that 18 percent of

the females and six percent of the males cited parents as their major
source of sex knowledge. (24:474)

It was further observed that, in all

studies reviewed, the most frequently cited sources of sex information
were friends and printed material. {16:369) (24:474) (26:33) (33:27)
(50:88) (52:589)

Sex Education in the Church
Support of the church as an educational medium in sex education
has been offered by several writers. {5:348) (9:432) (19:30) (35:15) (43:60)
(52:588)

In the Conley and Haff study, it was found that all of the

parents and most of the students supported involvement of the church in
sex education. (9:437)

Hill's results indicated that 54.1 percent of

the males and 65. 9 percent of the females surveyed cited the church as
a preferred source of sex information. (24:474)

In Clitherow•s study,
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it was found that 81. 3 percent of the males and 91.S percent of the
females indicated clergymen as preferred sources of sex information.
(5:106)
Research findings indicate that churches have not made a signi
ficant contribution to the sex education of young people.

Results of

Hill's study revealed that 75. 2 percent of the males and 76. 8 percent
of the females had not received sex information from the church.
(24:474)

Clitherow found that 72. 1 percent of the students in his

study had received no sex information from the church o (5:76)

Results

of Thornburg's study indicated that the church was the initial source
of sex information for 0. 8 percent of the subjects o (50:88)

Juhasz's

results indicated that religious leaders were not a frequent source
of sex infonnation. (26:38)
Sex Education in Public Schools
several writers have suggested that the public schools must sup
plement the contributions of the home and church to insure that young
people receive adequate information concerning human sexuality. (8:6)
(14:118) (15:74) (17:74) (32:16)

General approval of public school sex

education programs was revealed in a 1969 Gallop Poll in which 70 per
cent of the respondents favored such instruction. (49:46)

Findings of

several studies also indicate support by parents and young people of
the school's involvement in sex education o

Conley and Haff interviewed

143 high school students and their parents, all of whom indicated ap
proval of public school sex education programs. (9:431)

In a study of
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221 college students, Conley and O'Rourke found that 93 percent of the
subjects felt that sex education should be offered in the nation_'s
public schools. (10:290)

Fassbender, who tested the sex knowledge and

attitudes of 116 graduate students, found that all but one supported
school sex education programs. (13:63)

In Hill's study, it was deter

mined that a majority of the respondents ranked schools second as a
preferred source of sex information. (24:474)
Some research findings have supported the effectiveness of pub
lic school programs in human sexuality.

Warren and St. Pierre found.

that college students who cited the school as their major source cf
sex information demonstrated a significantly higher degree of knowledge
than students who indicated that parents or friends were their major
sourceso (52:589)

Results of a sex knowledge test administered by

Fassbender indicated that significantly higher results were attained
by students who had received sex education in the school� (13:84)
In a study of the sex education background of college students, Hill
found that 63.7 percent of the males and 66. 1 percent of the females
who had received sex education in junior high school felt that it had
been beneficial. In the same study, similar results were obtained con
cerning students' attitudes toward high school programs.

Hill also

found that a large majority of students who had not received sex educa
tion in either junior or senior high felt that it should have been
taught. (24:473)
. Although public school sex education programs have.grown in size
and number, the failure of some schools to-adequately inform young
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people about human sexuality has been reported. (20:186) (35:16) (48:110)
Hill's findings revealed that 85. 0 percent of the males an4 81.6 percent
of the females surveyed had received no sex information in junior high
school, and 73 percent of the males and 68. 2 percent of the females had
received no sex education in high school. (24:474)

Forthman surveyed

238 college students and found that schools ranked behind peers and
books and pamphlets as a source of sex information.

The same study also

revealed considerable divergence between course content recommended by
students and that which was offered in their school sex education prog
rams. (16:370)

Thornburg sur.veyed 381 college students and found that

those surveyed chose peers (37. 9%) followed by literature (20. 6%) ,
mothers (19. 3%) , and schools (14. 8%) as initial sources of sex knowledge.
(50:88)

In a similar study conducted by Warren and st. Pierre, 18 per

cent of the subjects cited the schools as the major source of their
present knowledge of human sexuality. (52:581)

Juhasz surveyed 893

college students and found that teachers were rarely cited as a source
of sex information. (26:28) .

Results of Clitherow's study indicated

that 61. 5 percent of the males and 73. 9 percent of the females had re
ceived some degree of sex education in junior high school.

The same

study revealed that 47. 9 percent of the males and 61. 5 percent of the
feinales had received.some sex education in high school. (5:75)
Sex Education in Colleges and Universities
The ineffectiveness of parents, churches, and public schools to
teach young people about human sexuality has been noted by several
writers. (21:15) (24:473) (48:110)

Consequently, colleges and universities
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are beginning to offer additional course work in human sexuality.
Dearth and Cassell reported results of a survey conducted by the Amer
ican College Health Association which indicated that 42 percent of the
colleges and universities in the United States and Canada now offer
courses in human sexuality. (12:593)

Research evidence has revealed

student approval of college sex education programs.

In a survey of

221 college students, Conley and O'Rourke found that 93 percent of them
disagreed with.the notion that sex education serves no p�pose at the
college level. (10:290) · Similar results were reported by Clitherow in a
study of 226 college students, in which 95 percent indicated the need
and desire for human sexuality in college. (5:107)
Results of research have indicated significant changes in know
. ledge and attitudes among college students upon completion of course
work in human sexuality.

In the Mims et al. study, it was found that

students demonstrated a significant increase in sex knowledge upon
completion of a sex education course. (39:251)

A study conducted by

Woods and Mandetta produced similar results. (56:13)

Dearth and Cassell

assessed 297 college students who exhibited more liberal attitudes
toward specific concepts of human sexuality upon completion of a sex
education course. (12:594)

In a study of 62 colleqe students, Watts

determined that there was an attitude change and a significant increase
in sex knowledge resulting from course work in human sexuality. (53:98)
Research findings cited by Dearth and Cassell have shown that
42 p�rcent of the colleges and universities in the United States and
Canada offer classes in human sexuality.
38363

Thus, most colleges and
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universities do not provide course work in this area.

There is some

evidence which suggests that there is a paucity of accurate sex infor
mation among college students.

In a test of sex knowledge and attitudes

among 1, 243 college women, Lief and Payne discovered that 40 percent
believed that masturbation causes mental and emotional instability.
(31:2029)

Juhasz examined 893 college students and found that two-

.thirds of those tested did not possess adequate knowledge of physiology
related to human sexuality. (26:39)

Clitherow administered a sex know

ledge.test to 226 undergraduates whose results indicated inadequate
knowledge of sexual anatomy and function e (5:128)

Fitzpatrick conducted

a study of 397 undergraduate students who achieved a mean score of less
than 50 percent on a test of sex knowledge. (14:37)

A sex knowledge

test administered to 116 graduate students by Fassbender indicated a low
degree of factual knowledge among those tested. (13:83)
Professional PreEaration of the sex Educator
A qualified instructor is vital to the development of an effective
sex education program.

The sex educator must possess special knowledge,

experience, skills, and personal characteristics to effectively teach
in this area.

Evidence of the special preparation necessary to teach.

human sexuality was provided in a study by Fassbender, who surveyed
116 graduate students majoring in health and physical education.

More

than 95 percent of the students expressed a need for additional course
work in human sexuality. (13:86)
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It appears that many instructors have not been adequately
prepared to teach in the area of human sexuality.

In surveying the

existence of sex misconceptions among 543 elementary school teachers,
Benell reported that a majority of those individuals possess a large
number of misconceptions about sex-related topics, and thus exhibited
the need for further professional preparation in human sexuality.
(2:15)

In a similar study of 295 college students, teachers, and

school nurses, Trestrail also found evidence of the need for addi
tional professional preparation in this area. (51:52)

Bender tested

the sex knowledge of 163 elementary and secondary teachers and found
that those tested, " • • • displayed a glaring lack of knowledge con
cerning the location and function of specific organs in the male and
fem ale reproductive systems. " (1:274)

Results of Fassbender's study

of 116 graduate students indicated a low level of factual sex know
ledge among those tested.

Of the subjects in his sample, 95 percent

had at least one year of teaching experience in public schools. (13:84)
Review of Sex Knowledge Assessment ·Tools
In conjunction with the review of related literature, a number
of instruments constructed to measure sex knowledge were examined.
Those used in a particular study but not utilized in further studies
were not considered.
The Benell Inquiry Form, constructed by Benell in 1967, consists
of 135 true and false statements designed to measure biological and
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sociological misconceptions in the area of human sexuality.

A predicted

reliability coefficient of . 73 was determined for the test utilizing
the Kuder-Richardson formula.

Statements included in the instrument

were validated by a panel of experts.

The instrument was used in 1968

by Benell to measure the prevalence of sex misconceptions among 543
public school teachers , and by Trestrail in 1969 in a similar study.
(2:11) (51:46)
In 1967 , Fuller constructed and administered the Family Life
Knowledge Test for college freshman.

The test consists of 77 multiple

choice items and has been validated by a jury of experts.

Fuller

calculated a reliability coefficient of . 96 utilizing the Pearson
Product-Moment Method in a test-retest of 88 college freshman. (18:108)
Hurster , along with a committee of experts in health education ,
constructed the Family Life-sex Education Inventory.

The test was

constructed for use by the Heal�h Education section of the American
College Health Association, and consists of 68 multiple choice items.
Fassbender utilized the test in 1971 and predicted a corrected split
half reliability coefficient of . 72 ut ilizing the results of 116 sub
jects. (13:36)
· The sex Knowledge and Attitude Questionnaire, constructed in 1967
by Sarrel , consists of 50 true and false items and 50 attitudinal ques
tions.

watts utilized the test in 1974 and estimated reliability

coefficients of .68, . 74 , and . 62 on three groups of undergraduate
students using the Kuder-Richardson formula. (45:1)
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The Sex Knowledge and Attitude Test (SKAT ) , constructed by Lief
and Reed, consists of 71 true and false items and 35 attitudinal ques
tions.

The instrument has often been utilized by teachers and research

ers. {31:2027)
Form Y of McHugh's Sex Knowledge Inventory was constructed in 1950
and revised in 1955 by McHugh.

The instrument consists of 90 matching

· items concerning the function and location of sex organs, and a definition
of terms related to sex education .

The inventory was revised in 1977

for clarification of terms and convenience of administration.

In 1971,

Bender utilized the instrument in a study of the human reproduction
knowledge of prospective elementary school teachers. (1:273 ) (38: 1)
Form X of McHugh's Sex Knowledge Inventory was developed by
McHugh in 1950 and revised in 1968.

The revised form reflects changes

due to analysis of the results of approximately 10, 000 men and women
who completed the original inventory.
multiple choice items.
COlTII!littee. (37:1)

The revised form consists of 80

Validation has been established by an advisory

The instrument ' was administered in 1967 by Sheppe

and Hain to evaluate entering medical and law students' knowledge of
human sexuality . (47:458)

In 1970, Fitzpatrick administered the test

to ·397 Indiana State University undergraduates to assess their level
Qf sex knowledge. (14:28)
Summary
Evidence of a shortage of accurate knowledge of human sexuality
is indicated by widespread marital maladjustment, rising divorce rates,
a growing incidence of venereal disease, and increasing events of
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unplanned pregnancy .

Several writers have indicated that more sex

equcation represents one solution to many of these problems .
Research findings support the notion that the home, church, and
the school·are preferred sources of sex information.

There is also

evidence which suggests, however, that these sources are not serving
as effective sources of sex information.

It would appear that peers

and literature represent the most frequently cited sources of sex know
ledge for young people.

CHAPTER III
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
The purpose of the study was to determine the level of under
standing in the area of human sexuality among selected undergraduate
students at South Dakota State University.

Pertinent demographic

characteristics were analyzed relative to the students' understanding
of human sexuality.

Student desire for additional human sexuality

education at South Dakota State University and sources of their sex
information were also evaluated.
The following sections are presented in this chapter:

(1) organ

ization of the study, (2) source of the data, and (3) collection of the
data.
Organization of the Study
Form X of McHugh ' s Sex Knowledge Inventory was administered to
selected undergraduate students (N=l, 437) at south Dakota state Univer
sity, from March 13 through April 20, during the spring semester of
1978.

The present investigator attempted to test as many students as

possible during this - period of time.

Subjects were contacted through

the cooperation of selected instructors at South Dakota State Univer- ·
sity .

The inventory was also administered in room 153 of the Univer

sity Student Center to volunteers who chose to complete it.

Signs

indicating time and location of testing for volunteers were posted in
the University Student Center.

The dates and location of testing

sessions for volunteers were also advertised in the "Today, " the daily
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news bulletin at South Dakota State University.
In order to resolve the statement of the problem, the present
investigator endeavored to determine the present level of sex know
ledge among undergraduate students at South Dakota State University
relative to selected demographic variables.

The present author also

attempted to analyze the students' desire for additional sex education
and to ascertain their sources of sex information.
Source of the Data
The inventory was administered to students attending class on a
date mutually agreed upon between instructors and the present investi
gator.

Selected instructors in all eight colleges at South Dakota

State University received a letter, or were contacted through personal
interview by the present investigator and asked for their cooperation
in the administration of the inventory to their classes.
the letter is presented in Appendix A.

A copy of

The present investigator con

tacted those instructors whom the researcher felt would be sensitive
to the importance of the study.

A total of approximately 1 , 300 (90. 5% )

subjects were tested through this approach.
The inventory was also available to volunteers who chose to com
plete it during the week of March 13-17, from 3:00-5:00 p .m. each day.
Testing of volunteers was conducted by the present researcher in room
153 of the University student Center .

A total of approximately 130

(9. 5 \) subjects were tested as volunteers .
Of the total of 1, 437 tests administered, 1, 380 were suitable for
analysis • . The answer sheets of students who failed to finish the test
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or, in the opinion of the present investigator, did not properly com
plete the mark sense answer sheet, were not included in the data
analysis.

The sample group whose test results were analyzed represent

24. 24 :' percent of the total number of undergraduate students enrolled
at South Dakota State University during the spring semester of 1978.
The number of students tested in each college at south Dakota state
University is presented in Table l. The largest number of students
tested were enrolled in the colleges of �.rts and science (n=426) and
Agriculture and Biological Science (n=257) , which also represent the
two largest colleges within the University. The largest percentage
of students tested (31. 831) was represented by the College of Nursing.
Collection of the Data
Following a review of instruments designed to measure sex know
ledge, Form X of McHugh ' s sex Knowledge Inventory was selected.
inventory was constructed by Gelolo McHugh in 1950 .

The

The form used in

the present study was revised in 1968 to include items relative to new
methods of contraception and findings of recent research reports con
cerning human sexual response.

The inventory consists of 80 multiple

choice items classified into 13 different areas of human sexuality.
(37 : l)

The questions which pertain to each content area are presented

in Appendix B.

Validation of the instrument_ has been established by

an advisory committee consisting of authorities in the field of htnnan
sexuality.

A copy of the inventory is presented in Appendix

c.

.Form X of McHugh's sex Knowledge Inventory was chosen because it
has been utilized in teaching and counseling by more than 25, 000 pro-
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Table I
NUMBER .AND PERCENT OF SELECTED UNDERGRADUATES IN
EACH COLLEGE A T SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY

College

Enrolled

Number

Relative
Subjects ( %)

(N=l , 380)

Arts and Science

1, 624

426 (26.2%)

30. 9

Agriculture and
Biological Science

1,303

257 (19. 71)

1 8.6

General
Registration

811

186 (22. 9 %)

13.s ·

Engineering

650

155 (23.8 %)

11.5

Home Economics

514

121 (23 . 5 %)

a.a

Nursing

399

1 27 (31.8 %)

9.2

Pharmacy

333

91 (27.3%)

6 .6

F,ducation

60

17 c2a.J %)

1 .2

Total

5 , 694

i , 380 (24.24%)

100.0
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fessional men and women and because of the multiple choice format,
which is considered to be the most objective type of instrument .

This

inventory was also chosen because of the emphasis on interpersonal
relations rather than strictly physiology of human sexuality, which
was evident in other tests.
Revised instructions were added to the test booklet to facilitate
acquistion of supplementary demographic data and to assist in the
administration of the inventory.

The present researcher also added the

provision that students could take the test only once and that students
should not guess if they did not know the answer to a question.
instructions are presented in Appendix D.

Test

A list of ten items request

ing information concerning demographic data and answers to pertinent
questions was also added to the test booklet, and is presented in Ap
pendix E.

Due to the length of the inventory, the scheduled length

of classes at South Dakota State University, and the addition of
supplementary demographic questions, the investigator chose to extend
the time period required to complete the inventory from
minutes .

30

to 50

Students were instructed by the monitor of the test to read

all directions carefully.

Pencils were provided at each testing session

for students who failed to bring them.
Upon completion of testing, data collected on the mark sense
answer sheets were transferred to computer cards ·at the office of Tests
and Measurements at South Dakota state University.

The data were then

placed on computer tape at the University Computer Center for further
analyses.

CHAPTER IT!

AN ALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The results of t he study were divided into the following
sections :

( 1 ) organization of the data for analysis , ( 2 ) analysis

of the data, and ( 3 ) resul ts of the study .
Organization of the Data for Analysis
The p w::pose of the study was to determine the level of
understanding of human sexuality among selected undergraduates
at South Dakota State University .

Demographic -data and responses to

ioert inent questions were ana�yzed for comparison to the subj ects •
understanding of human sexuality -

Subjects • desire for additional

human sexuality education at South Dakota State University and
sources of sex information were also determined .

Testing was

conducted during the spring semester of 1978 among selected
undergraduates (N= l, 437) from all eight colleges at the University .
Subjects who failed to finish the inventory or, in the opinion of
the present investigator did not properly comp lete the mark
sense answer sheet, were not included in t he data an alysis .
fore, only 1, 380 subj ects were included in the analysis .

There

Since all

subj ects did not properly respond to all of the demographic
questions, the totals may vary .
Data· col lected were subsequent ly analyzed at the Computer
Center at South Dakota State University uti lizing the Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences .

Statistical procedures emp l oyed in
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the analysis included: range, mean score, mean pe rcent, standard
devi ation , stan dard error and coefficient of variability.

The

analysis of variance was employed to analyze test results relati ve
to sex, co llege enrollment, and sources of sex information.
Tukey ' s (hsd) pos t-hoc test was utilized to determine significantly
different test results according to college enrollment and sources
of sex information. (40:302)

The . OS level of significance was

emp loyed in all comparisons .

A reliability coefficient of . 86 was

calculated for Form X of McHugh ' s Sex Knowle dge Inventory through
the use of the Cronbach Alpha Coefficient method.
Analysis of the Data
'!he number of subjects, percent of corre ct responses, and
mean test score are presented in Table II .

Of the 1 , 43 7 tests
The mean s core

adminis te red, 1 , 380 were suitable for analysis.

for the sample group was 45 . 25 . ( 56. 56% of 80 test i terns ) with a
standard deviation of 9. 88 and a range of 13-68.
Table II
CORRECT MEAN RESPONSE FOR ALL SUBJECTS
Subje cts
N

1, 380

Questions
N

80

X

SD

CV

SE

Range

4 5. 25

9 . 88

2 1 . 83

. 27

13-68

Results of the mean corre ct response for each of the 13 content
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areas of the sex knowledge inventory were ranked in descending
order and are presented in Table III.

The range of scores for each

content area included subjects who failed to correctly respond
to any questions to subjects who corre ctly responded to all the
items.

Areas in whi ch the subjects exhibited the least amoi.mt

of accurate knowledge included:

(1) the effect of menopause o n

sex - life (34. 56 % } , (2) possible .causes for poor sexual adj ustment
(46 . 83%) , and ( 3} birth control (52.05%) .

The subjects demon-

strated the greatest amount of accurate knowledge in the areas of
( 1) superstitions , misconceptions and misinformation (87. 32 % ) ,
(2) masturbation (73. 63%) , and (3) menstruation

(68 . 66 % ) ..

'I.he test results of the 1 , 380 subj ects analyzed according
to age group are presented in Table t.v and graphically illustrated
in Figure 1.

The number of subjects teste d in the 18-19 (637)

and 20-21 (465) year old age groups collectively represented 7 9. 9
percent of the sample group tested.

Mean scores relative to age

group ranged from 41. 5 for the 18 and under age group to 50 .• 8 for
the 27-29 ye ar old age group.
The responses of 1 , 376 subjects were analyzed according to sex
and are presented in Table V.

A total of 708 males achieved a me an

score of 43. 8 (5 4. 8%) , while the mean score for 668 females was 46. 8
(58. 5 %) .

Results of an analysis of variance of the difference

between the mean response for males and females , also presented ·
in Table v, . revealed an F-ratio of 32. 90 (p.!;. 05 ) .

Table III
exllmf'l' ARIAS MNICBD MXX>RDING TO CORRECT MEAH RESPC.SB (N- 1 , 380)

content area
Supersti tions , misconceptions ,
And misinformation
Masturbation
Mens truation
S te ri lization and
ci rcumci sion
Veneral disease
Hymen
Gene ral
Se x dre ams

Con tr acep tion , pregnancy ,
and chi ldbirth

Se x act te chniques
Birth control
Possib le causes for poor
se xual adj us tment
Effe cts of menopause on aex life
Total

2uesUons

correct
ResEonses

4

33

'

X_

so

87. 32

3 . 49

. 90

2 5 . 79

. 02

73 . 6 3
68. 66
68. 55

2.21

. 90
1. 19

40 . 72
34. 69
5 1. 82

. 03

62 . 36
59 . 65
59 . 29
58 . 83
57 . 63

1. 87
2 . 39
7 . 11
1 . 77
5 . 76

. 90

1.93
. 85
1. 7 1

48. 13
45 . 19
2 7 . 14
48. 02
29. 2 9

7

4.61

14

57 . 6 1
52 . 05
· 46 . 83

3 . 64

6 . 56

1 . 46
1 . 30
2 . 39

35 . 7 1
36 . 43

. 04

3

34 . 56

1 . 04

. 86

82 . 69

. 02

N

5
2

3
4

12
3

10

8

80

3 . 43

1. 37

45.• 2 5

. 71

1. 08

CV

31 . 67

S§
. 02
. 02

. 02

. 03

. OS
. 02

. os

.04

. 06

I\.)
-.,J

FIGURE .1
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Table I V
OJRRECT ME AN RESPONSE ACCORDING TO AGE GROUP

Age
Group
Under 18

18- 19
20- 2 1
22-23
24-26
2 7-29
30- 35
36-40

Total

S ubjects
N

22
6 37
465
174
56
18
6
�
1 , 380

Re lative
%

(N= l , 380 )

Correct
Responses
%

1. 6
46 . 2
33. 7
12 . 6
4- 1
1. 3
.4

51. 9
54. 3
5 7. 9
60 . 8
58. 3
63. 5
63 . 3
60 . 6

_d

100 . 0

X

41 . 5
43 . 4
46 . 3.
48 . 6
46 . 6

so . a

50 . 7
48 . 5

so

CV

10 . 9
9.8
9.4
9.4
10 . 5
7. 7
· 17 . 9
9 ., 2

26 . 3
22 . 6
20 . 3
19 . 3
22 . 5
15 . 2
35 . 3
19 . 0

Table V
CX>RRECT MEAN RESPONSE ACCORDING TO SEX

S ubjects

Sex

Male
Female
'Ibtal

Response
%

N

(N= l , 376 )

708
668
1 , 376

51. 5
48 . 5
100 . 0

Correct
Res;eonses
%

54. 8
58. 5

X
43 . 8
46 . 8

SD

!

10 . 5
99 . 0

32 . 90 *

*Signifi cant at p �. 05 .
The analysis of test results of 1 , 37 9 suh i ects according to mari
tal status is presented in Table VI and illustrated in Figure 2.
S ingle subj ects , who renresented 91.7 percent of the samnle , achieved
a mean score of 44.9 (56.1%) while married sub 1 ects (7.3% o f the sam
ple) had a mean score o f 48. 6 (60.6% ) .

Twelve divorced subj ects and

3 0'

one separated subj ect also completed the test inventory.

Divorced

subjects (0. 9 % ) achieved a mean s core of 54. 0 (67. 5%) .
T�le VI
OORRECT MEAN RESPONSE ACCORDING TO MARITAL STATUS

Marital
status
Single
Married
Divorced
Separated
Total

Subjects
N
1,265
101
12
1
1, 379

Re lative
%

(N= 1 , 379 )
91. 7
7. 3
.9
.1
100. 0

Correct
Responses
%

56. l
60. 6
67. S
27. 5

X

SD

44 . 9
48 . 6
54 . 0

9.9
9. 1
6. 2

22 . 0

o. o

CV

22. 0
18. 7
11.5

o.o

Test results were analyzed according to the academi c status of
the subjects and are presented in Table VII and Figure 3.

Analysis

of the responses according to academic status revealed a range of
me an scores from 42. 7 (53. 4%) for freshmen to 49. 9 (62. 4%) for seniors.
'!he percent of the total enrollment tested indicated a range of 17. l
percent of the seniors teste d to 35 . 5 percent of the freshmen.

A

total of 6. 7 percent of other subjects which included special and
terminal students enrolled at South Dakota State University we re also
analyzed.
'!he test results of 1, 380 subjects we�e analyzed according to
college enrollment and are presented in Table VIII and Figure 4.

The

percent of the subjects tested in each college ranged from 19. 7 percent of the

College of Agriculture and Biological Sciences to 31. 8

percent of the subjects enrolled in the College of Nursing (Table l ; p . 22) .
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Table VII
CX>RRECT MUN RBSP�SB ACCORDING

, of the
total enrollment

m

ACAmM.lC S'l'A'l'm

Re lative

Academic
status

Total

enrolled

Subjects

Freshmen

1, 565

555

, 35 . 5

40 . 2

Sophomore

1 , 307

339

25 . 9

Junior

1, 179

241

Senior

1 , 30 1

Other

Total

SD

CV

42 . 7

10. 2

23 . 9

24 . 6

45 . 0

9. 9

22 . 0

20 . 4

17 . 5

46 . 8

8. 1

17 . 3

222

17 . 1

16 . l

49. 9

9. 7

17 . 5

_.ill.

--11

6. 7

_.!.:.!

49. 1

10 . 1

20 . 6

5 , 694

1, 380

N

tes ted

(N= l, 380)

X

100 . 0

w

"'
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Table VIII
CORRE CT MEAN RESPONSE ACCORDING ro COLLEGE ENROLLED

College

S ubjects
N

Relative
%

(Nal, 380 )

Correct
Response s
%

X

SD

CV

Arts
and
Science

426

30 . 9

56 . 8

45 . 4

9.2

20 . 3

Agriculture
and
Biological
Sciences

25 7

18 . 6

54. 3

43 . 4

9.9

22 . 8

General
Registration

186

13 . S

55 . 1

44. 1

10 . 3

23. 4

Engineering

155

11. 2

55 . 8

44. 6

11. 1

24. 9

Nursing

127

9.2

61. 3

49 . 0

10 . 2

20 . 8

Home
Economics

121

a. a

57. 5

46 . 0

a. a

10 . l

Phannacy

91

6.6

58. 8

47 . 0

9.6

20 . 4

Education

17

1. 2

56 . 4

45 . 1

7. 3

16 . 2

l r 380

100 . 0

Total
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Analysis of the test results revealed that the highest mean score
( 49 . 0) was achieved by subjects enrolled in the College of Nursing
and the lowest mean s core ( 43. 4) was achieved hy _ sub j ects enrolled in
Results of the

the College of Agri culture and Biologi cal Sciences.

app li cation of the analysis of vari ance procedure to determine
whether signifi cant differences existed. . between the mean re.sponse
of s ubjects enrolled in each college are presented in Table IX.
Table IX
ANALYS IS OF VARIANCE OF RESULTS
ACCORDING TO COLLEGE ENROLLED

Source

Degrees
of freedom

Between groups
Within groups

7

1, 372

S um of
squares

Me an
square

3, 399. 50
131,2 49. 2 4

485. 6 4
95. 66

F

5 . 08*

*Signifi cant at p!. O S .
Significant mean differences were observed between performances
of students rep resenting different colleges (F=S. 0 8, p�- 05) .

TUkey' s

(hsd) w-procedure was used to determine the signifi cant difference
among the different colleges .

The results of this analysis , whi ch are

presented in Table X , revealed that subjects enrolled in the College
of Nursing achieved signifi cantly higher test results than those
enrolled in the colleges of Agri culture and Biologi cal S ciences , Arts
and S cience , Engineering , and General Registration (p�. 05) .

It was

also determined that signifi cantly higher s cores were achieved by

Tabla X
RBSULTS OP 'l'IJKEY •s w-ms'l' APPLIED TO COLtEGB ENIOLIBD

College

Subjects
N

i'

Nursing

127

49 . 0

Phaxmacy

91

47 . 0

Home

12 1

46 . 0

IV Arts and
S cience

426

45 . 4

17

45 . 1

Engineering

155

44. 6

VII

General
�gistration

186

44. 1

VIII

Agri cul tuxe
and
Biologi cal
Sciences

25 7

43. 4

I
II
III

V
VI

Economics

Education

I

.9 . 0

---

J.l

III

�7 , 0

46 . 0

1 . 99
( 4 . 07)

( 3 . 77)

---

3 . 02

1.03
( 4 . 12 )

---

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII

45 . 4

:45 ,l

44 . �

44 .l

41 •.4

3 . 62 *

3.91
( 7 . 66 )
1. 92
( 7 . 84 )
0 . 89
( 7 . 68)

4 . 45 *
( 3 . 55 )
2 . 46
( 3 . 92 )

( 3 . 4 1)
2 . 92
( 3 . 79)

4 . 9 1*

( 3 . 60

1. 89
( 3 . 46 )

5 . 66 *
(3. 22)
3 . 67*
( 3 . 62 )
2 . 64

0 . 39
( 7 . 34)

0 . 83
( 2 . 78)

(2 . 6 1 )

( 3 . 00)
1. 6 3
( 3 . 43)
0 . 60
( 3 . 06 )

---

---

1. 4 3

. 54

---

(7. 58)

( 3 . 2 7)

1 . 29

2 . 04
(2 . 34)

1. 00

1. 75
( 7 . 43)
1. 2 1

( 7 . 52 )
0 . 46

---

( 3 . 2 3)

( 3 . 02 )

o . 75

(2 . 8 5 )

*Signi fi can t at p�. 05 .
'the cri tical w-values are presented i n the parentheses .

w

..J
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subjects enrolled in the College of Pharmacy in comparison to those
in the Colle ge of Agriculture and Biological Sciences.
Analyses of test results according to the state in which sub
jects received a maj ority of their pre-college education are
presented in Table XI .

The responses of 1, 379 subjects indicate a

range of seven (0. 5%) subje cts from Nebraska to 1, 125 (81. 5%) from
South Dakota.

Me an correct responses for subjects ac�ording to

state ranged from 40. 6 (50. 8%) for the seven subjects from Nebraska
to 47. 3 (59. 1%) for the 63 subjects from Iowa.
Table XI
CX>RRECT MEAN RESPONSE ACCORDING TO THE STATE
IN WHIO:I STUDENTS RE CEIVE D A MAJORI TY OF
THEIR PRE-COLLEGE EDUCATION

Subjects

State

N

South Dakota
Minnesota
Iowa
North Dakota
Nebraska
Othe r
.Total

Re lative
%

(N=l, 379 )

1, 125
98

81. 5

9

.7
.5
5. 6
100 . 0

63
7
77

1, 379

7. 1
4. 6

Correct
Responses
%

X

56. 6
57. 3
59. 1
58. 4

45 . 3
45 . 8
47. 3

5 3. 6

42 . 9

so . a

46. 7
40. 6

SD

CV

9. 7

2 1. 4

8. 8

11. 1
5. 3
13.9
12 . 6

19 . 2
23. 5

11. 3

24.2
29 . 4

'l'he test results were analyzed according to past course work in
sex education, and are presented in Tab le XII.

Results of this

analysis indicated that 1,02 3 (74. 1%) subj ects had not comp leted a
course in human sexuali ty.

With respect to the leve l of instruction

receive d, me an scores ranged from 44. 3 (55 . 4 %) for subjects who had

lfable XII
CORRPL"f MEM USPONSE ACCORDIHO TO WiUffilBk

'fttB S'l'UDEN'l' COMPLETED A COURSE IN HOMAN SEXUAL!ff

N

'

(N=l , 380)

Correct
responses

1 , 023

74 . l

357

25 . 9

1 , 380

100 . 0

College

85

6.2

'°·'

Senior high

82

5 .9

Junior high

69

.1\lnior and aenior high

s.o

57 . 0

48

Senior high and college

Have you ever C0111Pleted
a course in human sexuality?

Subj ects

Relative

'

X

SD

CV

56 . 3

45 . 0

10 . 0

22 . 2

57 . 6

46 . 1

9.3

20 . 2

,e . 3

9.2

19 . 0

,s .6

8 .7

19 . 1

56 .0

44 . 8

10 . 9

24 . 3

3 .5

55 . 9

44 .7

9.1

20.4

40

2 .9

58 . 4

· •6 . 7

7.9

16.9

Junior high, senior high,
and col le ge

18

1.3

59 . s·

4 7 .6

7 .3

15 . 3

Junior high and college

15

1.1 · ·

55 . 4

44 . 3

12 . 3

27 . 8

No

Yea

'l'otal
If yea, identify the aouroe

w

'°
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completed course work in sex education in junior high and college
to 48. 3 (60. 4 %) f or those who had completed a course only in college.
The responses of 1,377 subjects concerning the need for addi
tional course work in sex education at south Dakota State University
were analyzed and are presented in Figure 5.

It was found that 881

(64. 0%) subjects indicated the need for additional course work in
human sexuality at South Dakota state University, while 100 (7. 3 %)
felt that it was not needed, and

3 96

(28. 8%) - were undecided.

The test results analyzed relative to the major source of sex
information are presented in Table XIII.

Analysis of the responses

indicated that friends ( 3 2. 0%) as well as books and magazines (29. 2%)
were the most frequently cited major sources of sex information for
those surveyed.

The church (0. 6%) and physicians (0. 7%) were the

least often cited major sources of sex knowledge.

A total of 101 (7.3 %)

of the subjects mentioned parents as their major source of sex infor
mation.

Mean scores analyzed according to source of sex information

revealed a range of 37. 0 ( 4 6. 3 %) for subjects who received most of their
information from commercial movies to 47 .2 (59. 0%) for subjects who
cited books and magazines as their major source of sex knowledge.

An

analysis of variance procedure was employed to determine if significant
differences existed between test results relative to the five most
�requentlr cited sources of sex information .
Table XIV.

An F-ratio of

a . so

These data are presented in

was calculated, which indicated a

significant difference at the . 05 level of probability.
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nGORE 5

BESPONSE TO WHETHER SEX EDUCATION IS NEEDED
AT SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
900

600

50

400

100

Yes
(n•881 )

No
(n•lOO)

ESPQISE

Q\decid ed
(n• 396 )

42 Table XIII
O)RRECT MEAN RESPONSE ACCORDING TO
MAJOR SOURCE OF SEX INFORMATION

· Source

Subjects
N

Relative
%

(N=l, 380 )

Correct
responses
%

X

SD

CV

Friends

441

32 . 0

54 . 5

43 . 6

9. 8

22. 5

Books and
magazines

40 3

29 . 2

59 . 0

47 . 2

9.6

20 . 3

College
courses

154

11. 2

58. 9

47 . 1

9.6

20 . 4

Junior and
senior high
courses

12 7

9.2

56 . 4

45. l

10 . 2

22 . 6

Parents

101

7. 3

55. 4

44. 3

9. 8

22 . 1

Brothers an d
sisters

66

4. 8

54. 1

43 . 3

9.2

21 . 2

Conunercial
movies

.11

.a

46. 3

37 . 0

10 . 6

28 . 6

Physi ci ans

10

.7

55 . 1

44. l

10 . 4

23 . 6

.6

55 . 0

44 . 0

10 . 1

23. 0

57. 0

45 . 6

10 . 3

22 . 6

Qiurch

8-

Other

59

4. 3

TOtal

1 , 380

100 . 0
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Table XIV
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF THE FIVE MOST COMMONLY
CITED MAJOR SOURCES OF SEX INFORMATION

Degrees
of freedom

Source
Between groups
Wi thin groups
*Signi ficant at

4
1 . 22 1

of
squares

Me an
square s

S um

3 , 225 . 79
115 , 886 . 86

806 . 45
94 . 91

F

8 . 50*

p�. 05

Tukey ' s (hsd) w-procedure was employed to determine the source
of differences be tween test results re lative to the five most
frequently mentioned major sources of sex informa tion, and are
presented i n Tab le

y:../ �

Results of this ·procedure reveal ed that

subjects who had received a maj ori ty of their se x knowle dge from
either books and magazines or college courses achieved significantly
higher tes t results than those who had ob tained most of their
information from friends (pS. 05 ) .
Discussion of the Re su lts
Analysi s of the test results revealed a mean correct response
of 56 . 68% .

Tentative norms for McHugh ' s Sex Knowledge Inventory ,

based on the results of 248 males and 2 35 females ( mean age of 2 1 . 9 )
indi cated a me an percentage o f 59 . 64 .

Results of the same

inventory administered by Fitzpatrick to 39 7 college students
revealed a mean percentage of 49 . 26 . ( 14 : 29 )

These results were

comparab le to those ob tained by Cli therow ( 64 . 1 % ) , Fassbe nder
( 64 . 9 % ) , Fu ller ( 6 3 . 8% ) , and Warren and St . Pierre ( 60 . 9% ) , who

emp loyed various instruments in as sessing the leve l of sex

'fable xv
BBSUL'l'S OP 'l'tlCBY 1 S w•'l'EST APPLIED '1'0 THE PIVB MOS'!'
O)MMOOLY CITED MAJOR SOURCES OP SEX INPORMA'l'I<lf

Source

Subjects _
N

--·X

47. 1 7

---

Books and

40 3

47. 17

college course•

154

47 . 09

Junior and
senior high
courses

127

45 . 08

IV Parents

101

44 . 29

Friends

44 1

43.63

I
II
III

V

magazines

I

47 . 09

45 . 08

III

IV
44 . 29

V
43 . 63

0 . 08
( 2 . 81)

2 . 09
( 3 . 0 3)

2 . 88
( 3 . 32 )

3 . 54*
( 2 . 06)

2 . 80

3 . 46 *
(2 . 78)
1. 45

II

---

2 . 01
( 3 . 56 )

---

-

( 3 . 81 )
0 . 79
( 3 . 97)

---

( 3 . 00)

'

0 . 66

( 3 . 29)

*Signi ficant at p�. 05.
'11l e cri ti cal w-values are presented i n the parentheses .

.a::..
.a::..
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knowledge among college students and concluded that their level of
sex knowledge was low. (5:91) (13:83) (18:61) (52:589)
Analysis of test results relative to the 13 content areas
included in Form X of McHugh's Sex Knowledge Inventory indicated
lowest mean scores in the following areas:

(1) the effects of

menopause on sex life (34 . 6%) , (2) possible causes for poor sexual
adjustment (46.8%) , and (3 ) birth control (52 .1%) . The highest
mean scores were achieved in the areas of {1) superstitions , mis
conceptions , and misinformation (87.3%) , (2) masturbation (73.6%) ,
and (3) menstruation (68 . 7%) . Fitzpatrick found that subj ects
demonstrated the least amount of knowledge in the areas of (1 ) the
effect of menopause on sex life (26. 0%) , (2) possible causes of poor
sexual adjustment (37. 1%) , and (3) birth control (40 . 4%) .

In the

same study , subjects exhibi�ed the highest degree of accurate sex
knowledge in the areas of (1) superstitions, misconceptions , and
misinformation (81.2%) , (2) masturbation (65 . 0 %) , and (3) menstrua
tion (58.1%) . (14:33)
Test Performance and Aqe .

Test results analyzed according to

age group indicated a general rise of mean scores with an increase
in age group (Table VI ; Figure 1) . A small sample among the higher
aqe groups limited additional analyses and conclusions.

Clitherow

reported no significant difference between age groups in a similar
study. (5:128)

It would appear that one's understanding of human

seXl:lality increases with age.
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Male and Female Comparisons.

The test results of males and fe 

males indicated a significantly higher level of understanding of
human sexuality among females when compared with males.

Similar

results were obtained by Fassbender and Fitzpatrick in similar stud
ies. (13:85) (14:37)

Clitherow and Fuller found no significant

difference between the - level of sex knowledge among males and females .
(5:128) (18:62)

It could be speculated that young women receive more

information concerning menstruation, pregnancy, and contraception
than do young men.
Marital Status.

Since a total of 91.7 percent of the subjects

were single, further statistical analyses of test results relative to
marital status were not employed.

Married subj ects achieved higher

mean scores than single subjects while divorced subjects had a higher
mean score than married subjects (Figure 2) . - In similar studies,
Fassbender and Fuller detected no significant difference of sex know
ledge among subjects relative to marital status. (13:85) (18:62)
Academic Status .

A gradual increase in the mean scores of

subjects relative to a rise in academic status was observed (Table VII ;
Figure 3) .

Clitherow ' s study produced similar results among male and

female college freshmen (60. 8 and 58.5%) , sophomores (.66. 5 and 64 . 2% ) ,
juniors (61. 9 and 66. 1%), and seniors (68.2 and 68.6%) . (5:87)

It

could be speculated that the rise in scores may be due to either an
increase in age or academic status.
College Enrollment .

The variation of mean scores among those

tested relative to college enrollment could be attributed_ to either
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differences of sex knowledge among subjects or to demographic factors
of the sample population. The highest results were achieved by sub
jects enrolled in the College of Nursing {Figure 4) .

Lief and Payne

also determined higher scores among nursing students than among
college students in general on a test of sex knowledge. (31:2028)
Pre-college Education.

A total of 81.5 percent of the subjects

received most of their pre-college education in south Dakota , which
limited additional statistical analyses of the data .

Test results

indicated only a slight variation among students from Iowa (47. 3) ,
Minnesota (45.8) , and South Dakota (45 .3) . A total of seven students
from Nebraska, nine from North Dakota and 77 from other states also
completed the test.
Sex Education Background. A total of 74.1 percent of the subjects
had not c01ttpleted a course in human sexuality, which may indicate a
lack of sex education courses in educational institutions.

Results of

Hill ' s study revealed that 17 percent of the subjects had received
sex education in junior high school, and 3 0 percent had received this
type of instructio n in high school. (24:473)

The responses of subjects

in each ·study may have been influenced by the subjects' definitions
of sex education.

Mean scores of subjects who indicated having had sex

education in college· (48.3) or a combination of college and senior high
school (46.7 and 47 . 6) were higher than those of subjects who had not
had this experience.

In a similar study, Fuller found no significant

difference between the sex knowledge of college students who had, and
thos� who had not completed course work in. hmnan sexuality in high
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school. (18:66)

In contrast, Fassbender ' s results revealed a signifi

cantly higher degree of sex knowledge among college students who had
completed a course in human sexuality when compared to those who had
not had this experience. (13:84)
The Need for Human sexuality Education at South Dakota state University.

Results of the analysis revealed that 64. 0 percent of the

subjects felt that additional human sexuality education is needed at
South Dakota State University .

Only 7.3 percent of the subjects felt

that such instruction i s not needed .

In a similar study conducted

by Clitherow, two-�hirds of the subjects indicated the need and desire
for more sex education at the college level. (5:126)
Sources of Sex Information.

Test results indicated that a major

ity of the subjects received most . of their knowledge of human sexuality
from either friends {32.0%) or books and magazines (29. 2%) .

These

findings are similar to the results of studies conducted by Hill , Ju
hasz, and Warren and St. Pierre.

In Hill's study , over half of the

males and 29. 4 percent of the females cited friends and peers as their
major sources of sex information. In the same study, females indicated
that printed materials ranked second as a major source of sex informa
tion. (24:474)

In Juhasz ' s study, more than half of the subjects

(52 .41) cited printed matter as their major source of sex knowledge.

In the same study, peers ranked second as a source of sex information.
(26 : 33)

Warren and St. Pierre also found that college students receive

most of their knowledge of human sexuality from either friends (35.5%)
or hooks (26. 7 1 ) . (52:589)
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A total of 28. 3 percent of the subjects indicated that they had
received a majority of their sex information from either parent s (7.3%) ,
schools (20 . 4% } , or the church (0.6%) .

These findings were comparable

to the results of similar studies in which the home, school and
. church were rarely cited as sources of sex information. (5:106) (24:474)
(52:589)

The frequency that physicians (0.71) were cited as a major

source of sex information may indicate their lack of involvment in this
area.
Subjects who reported that their major sources of sex knowledge .
were either college courses or books and maqazines achieved signifi
cantly higher test results than those who cited friends as their major
source of information.

It could be speculated that there were subjects

who had received their information from textbooks in human sexuality,
and thus, demonstrated a significantly higher level of understanding of
human sexuality than those who learned from friends.

Warren and St.

Pierre revealed a significantly higher degree of sex knowledge among
subjects who had received most of their sex information in school when
compared with those who cited either parents or peers as their major
source of sex information. (52:589)

In view of the results of both

studies, it could be hypothesized that the schools are a more accurate
source of sex information than friends.

CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
- The purpose of this study was to determine the level of under
standing of human sexuality among selected undergraduate students at
South Dakota State University.

Demographic data and pertinent questions

were answered by each subject and analyzed for comparison to the sub
ject ' s level of understanding of human sexuality.

subjects' desire

for additional human sexuality education at South Dakota state Univer
sity and sources of sex information were also evaluated.
Form X of McHugh ' s sex Knowledge Inventory was administered to
1,437 undergraduates at South Dakota State University during the spring
semester of 1978.

The inventory was administered to subjects through

the cooperation of selected instructors at south Dakota state Univer- .
sity ar.d to students who volunteered to complete it.
statistics

A total of 1, 380 tests were suitable for analysis .
employed in the analysis of data included:

range, mean score, mean

percent, standard error, and coefficient of variability.

An anaiysis of

variance was employed to analyze test results relative to sex, college
enrollment, and sources of sex information.

Tukey ' s (csd) w-procedure

was utilized to determine significant differences among the group means
according to college enrollment and sources of sex information.
. OS level of significance was employed in all comparisons.

The
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Analysis of the test results revealed a mean score of 45.3
(56 . 6 % ) .

Subjects exhibited the greatest amount of accurate knowledge

in the areas of (1) superstitions, misconceptions, and misinformation
{87.3 2%) , ( 2) masturbation (73.63%) , and (3) menstruation (68.66%) •
.Subjects scored lowest in the areas of {l) the effect of menopause
of sex life (34.56%) , (2) possible causes for poor sexual adj ustment
{46.83%) , and (3) birth . control (52.05%) .

Significantly higher test

results were achieved by females when compared with males �

Subjects

enrolled in the College of Nursing demonstrated a significantly higher
degree of sex knowledge than subj ects enrolled in the colleges of
Agriculture and Biological Science, Arts and Science, General Regis
t£ation, and Engineering.

A significantly higher level of sex knowledge

was also found among subj ects enrolled in the College of Pharmacy when
compared with those enrolled in the College of Agriculture and Biolo
gical Science.

A total of 74. 1 percent of the subj ects had not

completed a course in human sexuality. A majority (64.0%) of the
subjects felt _that additional human sexuality education is needed at
South Dakota State University.

Only 7.3 percent of the subj ects felt

that additional sex education is not needed at the University.
The more commonly observed sources of sex information were either
friends (3 2.0%) or books and magazines (29. 2%) .

The church (0.6%) ,

physicians (0.7%) , and parents (7.3%) were rarely cited as maj or
sources of sex information o

Public schools (9.2%) and college courses

(11 . 2 1 } were also rarely cited as major sources of sex information.

Analysis of test results revealed that sub jects who had received a
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majority of their present knowledge of human sexuality from either
college courses or books and magazines achieved significantly higher
test results than subjects who cited friends as their major source
of sex information.
Conclusions
Based on the test results of subjects involved in this study,
the following conclusions seemed warranted:
1.

The females tested were found to possess a significantly

higher degree of sex knowledge than the males.
2.

Subjects enrolled in the College of Nursing demonstrated

a significantly higher degree of sex knowledge than subjects enrolled
in the colleges of Agriculture and Biological Science, Arts and Science,
Engineering, and General Registration .
3.

Subjects enrolled in the College of Pharmacy demonstrated a

significantly higher degree of sex knowledge than those enrolled in
the College of Agriculture and Biological Science.
4.

A majority of the subjects {64.0%) felt that additional

human s�xuality education is needed at South Dakota State University.
S.

A majority of the subjects (74. 1%) had not completed a course

in human sexuality.
6.

Subjects who cited either books and magazines or college

courses as their major source of sex information achieved significantly
higher results on Form X of McHugh's Sex Knowledge Inventory than those
who indicated that friends were their major source of sex information .
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Implications
The level of factual sex knowledge among students revealed by
subj ects' scores on Form X of McHugh ' s sex Knowledge Inventory and
the apparent desire for course offerings in human sexuality illustrate
the need for a comprehensive program in human sexuality at South
Dakota State University.

Scores below the norms e stablished for Form

X of McHugh ' s Sex Knowledge Inventory support the need for additional
course work in this area .

Subjects who had completed a college course

in human sexuality achieved a higher mean score than those who had
not had this experience.

The fact that few students cited public

schools and college courses as sources of sex information indicated
the lack of sex education courses in the educational institutions
which they attended.
Recommendations for Further Study
1.

A study of the influence of human sexuality education on level

of sex knowledge is recommended.
2.

Further investigation of the contributions o f various sources

of sex information to the factual knowledge of college students should

be undertaken.
3.

since this study dealt primarily with knowledge of human sex

uality , further study of the relationship between sex knowledge and
sexual behavior of undergraduates at South Dakota state University is
recommended.
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APPENDIX A
WHAT?

MORE SEX?

Numerous studies indicate that college students possess a glaring lack of
accurate information in the ar ea of human sexuality. Studies also ind icate
that f ew colleges and universities acknowledge this problem , nor are they
attempting to solve it. According to Mary Calderone , M . D . , of SIECUS* ,
"Only a relative few of the colleges are presently recogniz ing that a
sexually naive freshman is only a few weeks removed f rom the sexually naive
high school senior , and that in today ' s sexually open society it is knowledge
that protects and ignorance and naivete that render vulnerable . u
I am a graduate student in HPER , and am attempting to assess the sex
knowledge of undergraduate students at SDSU. The purpose of th e study is to
determine whether there is a need for further human sexuality education on
this campus. I am arranging for the administration of McHugh ' s Sex
Knowledge Inventory , an 8 0 item multiple choice test. To gather as large and
representative sample as possible , the test will be administered to studen t s
during class time on campus. Would you b e willing to administer or allow ad 
ministration of the test in your class ( es ) during this semester? If so , please
complete the attached form and return it to me as soon as possible.
If you have any questions, please give me a call. Thank you for
your consideration and assistance.
Sincerely yours,
Les Odegaard
Graduate Teaching Assistant, HPER
688-57 23
This thesis study has been approved by the Health, Physical Education and
Recreation Department at South Dako ta State University. I would appreciate
any assistance you can give Mr. Odegaard .
Dr. Neil Hat tlestad
Coordinator of Graduate Studies in HPER
South Dakota State University
*SIECUS :

Sex Information and Education Council of the U. S.
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Appendix B

ITEMS RELATIVE TO CONTENT AREA INCLUDED IN FORM X
OF McHUGH ' S SEX KNOWLEDGE INVENTORY

Content Area

Item Number s

L

General

2.

Sex act techniques

1 3 - 20

3.

Hymen

21 - 24

4.

Possible causes of poor
sexual adj ustment

25 - 39

Sex dreams

40

6.

Birth control

43 - 4 9

7.

Sterilization and circumcision

50 - 51

8.

Menstruat ion

52 - 56

9.

Contraception , pregnacy , and
childbirth

51 - 67

10 � ·

Superstit ions , misconceptions ,
and misinformat ion

68 - 71

11.

Masturbat ion

7 2 - 74

12.

Venereal disease

15 - 77

13.

Eff ect of menopause on sex life

78 - 80

s.

1 - 12

42
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APPENDIX C
McHUGH ' S SEX I<NOWLEDGE INVENTORY , FORM X

1.

What is the relation between being sexually attracted to a man or
woman and being in love with that person?
A. sex attraction is physical desire ; . love is an attitude.
B. sex attraction and being in love are the same thing.
C. If there is no sex attraction, there can be no love.
D. sex attraction may mean that love also is present.
E. If there is no love there will be no attraction.

2.

sex
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

3.

Of the foll·owing, which one supplies the best evidence for predicting
that a prospective husband or wife will be a good sex partner?
A. The "sex appeal " of the man or worr,3.n.
B. His or her interest in or conversation about sex.
B. His or her physical demonstrations of affection.
D. All of his or her behavior during courtship.
E. His or her response to physical closeness.

4.

Happily married couples have sex relations:
A. t1henever they can ; every day if possible.
B. When the wife wants sex relations.
c . When the husband wants sex relations.
D. When both need sex relations.
E. When sex relations are pleasing to both.

5 .,

relations are:
For physical pleasure.
A was to relieve tension.
A way to express love.
A biological urge.
All of .the above.

Happily married couples make each act of sex relations last:
As long as possible.
B. No longer than necessary.
c. Until the woman is satisfied.
D. Until the man is satisfied.
E. As long as it is pleasing to both.

A.
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6.

How do men and women di ffe r in re adiness for orgasm?
A. '!hey us ually are re ady at the same time .
B . Women us ually are re ady soone r than men .
c. Men o ften are ready s oone r than women .
o. We l l matched coup les us ually are re ady at the s ame time .
E. Men always are ready soone r th an women.

7.

On the ave rage , how do men and women di ffe r in fundamental
poten ti al capaci ty for respons iveness to se xual s timulation ?
A. Me n c an respond fas te r , more intense ly th an women .
B . Women can respond fas te r , more intense ly than men .
C. Men and women probably do not greatly di ffe r in thi s capacity.
D. Men can respond fas te r but not as intense ly as women.
E. Women can respond longe r but no t as fas t as men .

8.

What is the mos t p robab le answer to the que s tion o f whe the r men
and women are alike in the cap aci ty to have and to re cogni ze a
phys i cal urge for sex re lations ?
A. Apparent di ffe rences may be due to di fferences in le arned
atti tudes .
B. Apparent di ffe rences are re al and are due to phy si cal di fferen ces .
c. Women are naturally less able to have s e x hunge r .
D. A few women are equal to men in this capaci ty.
E . The re are no sex di fferences in this capac i ty .

9.

How do men and worren who are aroused and re ady for o rgasm
di ffe r in thei r nee ds for orgasm?
A. Men have a more p ressing physi cal need.
B. Women have a more p ressing physi cal need .
c. Fai lure to se cure orgas_m causes more emotion al dis tress in
men .
o . Fai lure to se cure orgasm causes more emotional dis tres s in
women.
E. Men and women do not gre at ly di ffe r in thei r nee ds .

10.

In some women se xual e xci temen t causes a noti ce ab le en largement
and firmness of the c litoris . Othe r women be come s e xually e xci ted
wi th no noti ce ab le change in the cli toris. How do these women
di ffe r in s trength of sex des i re and cap aci ty for orgasm?
A. Absence of cli toral response indi cates l ow des i re and low
cap aci ty .
B. Women wi th no cli toral response requi re di re ct cli toral
s timulation .
� - Noti ceable clitoral re sponse is unre late d t o de s i re or capaci ty.
o. An enlarged and fi rm cli toris indi cates capaci ty for vaginal
orgasm.
E. An enlarged c li toris mus t be dire ct ly s timulated for orgasm
to occur .
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11 .

Many women are un able to achieve orgasm withou t manua s
l timulation

o f the cli toris through the rubbin g or care s s ing of ne arby are as .

Some women eas i ly achieve orgasm through peni le s timula tion o f
th e vagina . How do these women di ffe r in s e x des i re and in
capaci ty for orgasm?
A . A nee d for cli toral stimulation indi cates le s s des i re an d
capaci ty .
B. Response to cli to ral s timulati on indi cates more des i re and
capaci ty .
C. A vaginal response indi cates more des i re an d capaci ty .
D. A vaginal response indi cates less des i re an d cap acity .
E. S timul ation requi red for orgasm i s unre late d to des i re or
capaci ty .
12 .

What de te rmines whe the r a husband an d wi fe wil l b e acti ve s e x
p artne rs up to and beyond sixty ye ars o f age ?
A. S tronge r than us ual sex drives in both .
B. A . con tinuing nee d for sex re lations by the husband .
C. Bette r health than the average coup le .
o. Mutual ly s ati s fy ing sex re lations through the pre cedin g
years .
E. A mode rate sex li fe wi th li ttle or no mas turbati on by e i the r
one .

13.

What is the main re as on for sex p lay be fore inte rcourse ?
A. To make the woman ' s sex organs re ady for inte rcours e .
B. To re duce se xual e xci tement in the man .
c. To make inte rcourse more sati s fying for b oth.
o. To he lp a woman satis fy sex needs a man does not h ave .
E. To make the man ' s sex organs re ady for inte rcours e .

14.

What kind of sex p lay do marri age counse lors common ly s ugges t as
approp ri ate sex re lations ?
A. Se x p lay should be limi te d to kissing and hugging .
B. Ei the r may kiss or caress the othe r in any way p le asing to
both.
c. The man may kiss or caress the woman in any way p le asing to
both .
o. The woman should be very active in se x p lay.
E. The coup le should avoid oral-geni tal contacts and kiss ing .

15.

When she is se xual ly e xci te d , a woman ' s clitori s may be notice ab ly
en larged and quite fi rm. What is like ly to h appen to the en larged
clitoris as the woman progresses in se x des ire to re adiness for
inte rcourse ?
A •. It wi l l be longe r and more e xpose d , for con tact in inte rcourse .
B. I t wi l l be large r , longe r , and more fi rm.
c. I t wi l l be smal le r , shorter , and less fi rm.
o. It wi l l be withdrawn bene ath p rote ctive folds of flesh .
E. '!he re wi l l be no no ti ce able change in i ts s i ze or locati on .

16 .

By what kin d of behavior in relation to the clitoris will a
husb an d be more likely to bring hi s wi fe to readiness for
intercourse and for orgasm?
A. By touching and rubbing it in all sex play .
B • By avoi ding it and adj acent are as at all times
C. By indirect stimulation thru rubbing and caressing adjacent
areas.
D. By stronger direct stimulation of it as sex desi re increases .
· E . By dire ct stimulation of i t until orgasm i s achieved.

17 .

What parts of a woman ' s body are almost always found to be
responding to sexual excitement by becoming noti ceably larger or
more fi rm?
A. Vagina, ce rvi x, and cli tori s .
B . Inner labia, clitoris, an d vagina.
C. Breasts, vagina, and inner labia.
o. Inner libia, breasts and perineum.
E. Perineum , clitoris and cervi x.

18 .

Of the following, whi ch is the best position for intercourse?
A. A si de posi tion, whi ch frees the hands for sex play .
B. The man above wi th the woman facing him .
c. The man above with the woman facing away from hi m .
D . Th e woman above wi th the man facing her .
E . Any position p leasing to both .

19 .

When they are aroused and ready for orgasm, how many orgasms
wi ll a man or a woman need, and be able to have .
A . Both wi ll need only one and can have only one .
B . Men may need more but can have only one .
c. Women often need and c an have more than one .
D . Men often need and c an have more than one .
E . Women may need more but can have only one .

20 .

What i s the inportant reason why a woman should do eve rything she
can to help her husband underst and her sex feelings an d desires?
A. So he can know her sex needs are di fferent! from his .
B . So he will de lay his orgasm until she i s sat isfied.
c. So they will almost always achie ve orgasm at the same time .
D. So he wi ll stimulate her adequately and give her sati sfaction .
E . So he will not feel guilty when she fails t o achieve orgasm .

21.

What i s likely to happen to the internal and/or e xternal female sex
organs as a result of vigorous phys i cal activities such as tennis ,
gymnasti cs, or horseback ri ding?
A. Some internal injucy wi ll occur .
B . '!be vagina will be enlarged.
c. Nothing i s likely to happen .
o. The hymen wil l be made thicker and stronger .
E . 'I.he hyiren wi ll be torn or destroyed.
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22.

Women who h ave a hymen :
A. Have had no inte rcourse .
B . Often h ave p ain when menstruating.
c. Do no t mas turbate .
D. Are un ab le to be come pregnant
E. None of the above is ne cess ari ly true .

23.

How can one te ll whe the r a woman has eve r had in te rcourse ?
A. Se xually e xpe rien ce d me n c an te ll by the way she walks .
B . One can te 11 by he r social behavior and s e x atti tudes .
c. One can know by whe ther she has an unbroken hymen .
D. A phys i cian can always te ll by a phys i cal e xamination .
E . The re is no s ure way .

24.

How
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

25 .

What i s the probab le re ason when mus cles of a wi fe ' s vaginal en
trance go into spas m , whi ch may p revent inte r course a ltogethe r or
cause he r p ain in inte rcourse ?
A. Ins uffi cient or inadequate se x p lay be fore inte rcourse .
B . No sex de s i re or inabi li ty to enj oy se x re lati ons .
c . A learned involun tary re action t o s e x re lati ons a s painful ,
dange rous .
Normal
e xpe ctation that sex re lations are thre atening or
D.
painful .
E . An intentional act from fear o f pregnancy or of intercourse .

26 .

How ofte n i s uns atis factory inte rcourse caus e d by a di f fe rence in
size of the male and female sex organs ?
A. Almos t always .
B. Very often .
C. Often .
D. At times .
E . Rare ly.

2 7.

How often is fai lure to find sexual s atis faction in marri age
caused by a fundamen tal di fference be tween the man and wi fe in
cap aci ty to wan t and to enj oy sex re lation s ?
A. Almos t always .
B . Ve ry often .
c. Often .
D . At times .
E . Rare ly .

p ainful wi ll inte rcourse be for a woman with a hymen?
May be qui te p ainful .
Wi 1 1 not be p ainful .
The re wi ll be no pain i f the woman wants inte rcourse .
Firs t inte rcourse always is painful.
The re wi ll b e p ain i f the man ' s sex te chnique i s poor .
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28.

What is the us ual afte re ffe ct of orgasm on a man or woman ?
A. No no ti ce ab le e ffe ct .
B. A re laxe d , s atis fied fee ling .
c. A ti re d fee ling .
o. A fee ling of we akness .
E. Ne rvous tension .

29.

What is the mos t like ly reason when a wi fe con tinue s to find
inte rcourse p ain ful afte r me di cal e xaminations reve al no cause
for this p ain?
A. She and he r husband are not phys i cally we ll mate d.
B. He r husband ' s se x te chnique is inadequate or wrong for he r .
C. She fee ls gui lty about or afrai d of inte rcourse .
D. She is having sex re lati ons j us t to p le ase her husband.
E. She is trying to avoi d se x re lations by p re tending p ain .

30.

Of the re asons lis te d , whi ch one most often accounts for a wi fe ' s
fai lure to be active in sex p lay · or to be responsi ve in
inte rcourse ?
A. Her husband p rovides inadequate or ins uffi cie n t se x p lay .
B. Her husband wants and e xpe cts he r to be p as s i ve .
c. She has le arne d not to be responsive or fe ars p re gn an cy .
D. She is phys i caily unab le to e xpe rien ce s trong s e x des i re .
E. She is s i ck or is too tire d to enj oy sex re lations .

31.

What is the p robab le cause when se x re lati ons have be come less
frequent and a fe lt nee d for sexual closene ss often i s absent
in the coup le that had an enj oyab le and s atis fying s e x li fe
during the e ar ly p art of the i r marriage?
A. · Se x has be come less important than mate ria l an d s oci al
s uccess .
B. '!hei r e arlier se x behavior exceede d thei r re al s e x nee ds .
c. Other ways to enj oy e ach other have rep laced s ex .
D. Fatigue or mari tal confli cts are blocking sex de s i re .
E . tn'l re cogni ze d se xual problems are preventing th e enj oyment of
s e x.

32 .

What i s the most like ly cause when a husband deve lops symp toms
o f impoten cy in the form of inability to main tain e re ction , pre
mature e j aculation , or fai l ure to achieve orgasm?
A. A · fail ure to mee t and marry the righ t woman .
B. Dis s atis faction wi th and dis appointment in s e x in marriage .
c. P oor se xual he alth and a need for medi cal care .
D. Non-se xual mari tal con f li cts , worries , re sentments or fatique .
E . Unre cognized se xual con fli cts , worries , and resentmen ts .
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33.

Which of the suggestions li sted here may be the best app roach to
the prob lem when a wi fe fai ls in her efforts to overcome a lack
of responsiveness in sex relations?
A . Become pregnant .
B . Seek professional help .
C. Take a more active part in sex play .
D. Improve her physical health .
E . Ask her husband to help her be more responsive .

34.

Whi ch one is the best indication of a succes sful sexual adjustment
in marriage?
A. The amount of sex relations wanted by both husband and wi fe .
B . Th e degree o f passion experienced by both throughout the
sex act .
C. The wish to be together after sex needs are sati s fied .
D. 'Ihe frequency of reaching orgasm at . the same time .
E . The coup le ' s wish to learn new and better ways to enjoy sex .

35 .

A coup le
weeks of
A . Thi s
B. '!his
c. This
D. This
E. This

36 .

Why do some new ly married men
effective sex partners ?
A . E xcessive masturbation i n
B . Homosexual experiences in
c. La ck o f sex experience or
sex role .
o . Diseased or unhealthy sex
E . A lack of confidence or a

has sex relations enjoyab le to both during the first
marriage . What doe s this me an ?
indicates previous sexual experience .
could be a good sign or may mean nothin g .
is a s li ghtly favorab le sign .
prov.es they can get along together .
p roves they wil l be happi ly married .
reach orgasm much too soon to be
adolescence an d adulthood .
chi ldhood or early adolescence .
a wrong conception of the female
organs o r gl ands .
lack of sexual sel f cont rol .

37 .

What is best for a man who repeatedly reaches orgasm before he
wants to , and too soon for his wi fe to enjoy intercourse?
A . Penni t no sex p lay duri ng relations .
B . Reduce sex p lay before intercourse .
c. 'l'hink o f other things during sex p lay an d intercourse .
D . Seek p rofessional help .
E . Have sex re·lations more often .

38 .

How do homosexual experiences in chi ldhood affect sexual adj us t
ment and performance in adulthood?
A. Often cause the adult to prefer homosexual relations .
B . cause low sex desi re and disinterested heterosexual
performances .
c. Often cause inabi lity to have heterosexual relations .
o. May have no effect or may do som� psychologi cal damage .
E . Often cause fri gidi ty and premature ejaculation .
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39.

Is i t like ly or un like ly that an adult pre fe rence for homo
s e xual re lations can be change d to a p refe rence for he te ro
s e xual re lati ons by ge tting marri ed?
A. Very like ly .
B. Like ly.
C. Unlike ly.
D. Vecy un like ly .
E. Depends on pers on he or she marries .

40 .

Wh at is a "we t dre am" ?
A. An abnormal loss of semen during s leep .
B. A normal dis charge of semen often whi le one i s dre aming
about s e x.
C. An abnormal dis charge of semen during a dream about sex.
D. A dis charge of semen caused by sex thoughts be fore s leeping.
E . A peri odi c dis charge of male s e x flui ds s imi lar to
mens truation .

4 1.

Wh at i s the us ual re ason for "we t dre ams " ?
A. Abnormal or e xcessive sex des i re .
B. Lack of se lf contro l in s e x fee lings an d des i re .
C. A nee d for se x outlet , or sex tension res ul ting from a sex
dream.
o. Se x tens ion caused by sex thoughts before s le ep ing .
E. S trong des i re for se x re lations wi th someone who is not
avai l ab le .

42.

How often do women have dre ams that re le as e s e x tensions ?
A. Neve r.
B. Almos t neve r.
c. Occas ionally.
D. Frequently .
E . As often as men have "wet dre ams . "

4 3.

What do physi ci ans s ay about the e ffe cts of modem me thods of
bi rth contro l?
A. That they re duce a woman ' s chan ces to have a wante d p regnancy .
B . That thei r use endange rs the he alth o f women.
c . That they may harm the male s e x organs .
D. That they very rare ly harm the health or ferti li ty of ei the r
s e x.
E . That they pro te ct the he alth o f coup le s who U3 e them.

44.

When they are use d in the corre ct way , how e ffecti ve are me di cally
approved me thods of birth con trol?
A. Comp le te ly e ffe ctive .
B. Highly e ffe ctive .
c. Only mode rate ly e ffe ctive .
o. A s li gh tly be tte r than no me thod .
E. Comp le te ly ine ffe ctive .
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45 .

What is the e ffe ct of bi rth con tro l on p leas ure in inte rcourse ?
A. In cre ased p le as ure for the wi fe , re duce d p le as ure for the
husband.
B . In creased p le as ure for bo th husband an d · w i fe .
C. Re duced p le as ure for both husband and wi fe .
D . Incre ased o r reduce d pleas ure , depending on atti tude s .
E . No e ffe ct on p leasure for e i the r husband or wi fe .

46 .

When cons is tently and inte lligently used as di re cted by a compe
ten t authori ty , whi ch of the following is an e ffe ctive me thod of
birth control?
A. A rubbe r s he ath or condom.
B . An oral contracep tive (pi l ls ) .
c. A vagin al di aphragm wi th contracep tive cre am.
D . An intrauterine device ( I . U. D. ) .
E . Any one of the above •

47.

Whi ch _ me thod of birth contro l requi res no p reparati on j us t
be fore s e x re lation by eithe r husband or wi fe , b ut once in use
p rovides continuous and high ly e ffe ctive contro l ?
A . A rubbe r sheath o r c ondom.
B . Oral contracep tion (pi l ls ) .
c . An intrauterine devi ce ( I . O . D . ) .
D . A vaginal di aphragm.
E . The "s afe period . "

48.

Of those lis ted here whi ch is an unre liab le me tho d of birth
control?
A. Wi thdrawal by the male be fore orgasm.
B . Douching immedi ate ly a_f ter sex re lations .
c. '!he s afe period.
D . Se x re lations wi thout orgasm by the male .
E . Any o f the above •

_ 49 ..

I f the p opulation o f the Un i ted S tates is to remain at i ts
p resen t leve l , no coup le may h ave more than :
A. One chi ld.
B. TWo chi ldren .
c. Three chi ldren .
o. Four chi ldren .
E . Five children .

so ..

What is the us ual e ffe ct o f surgi cal s te ri li z ation as a me thod of
bi rth contro l on a man ' s or a woman ' s sex des ire , or p le as ure in
sex re lati ons ?
A. No change in desire or p leas ure .
B . Reduce d des i re in me n but not i n women .
c. Re duced ple as ure in men but no t in women .
o. Re duced ple as ure in women but not in men .
E . Re duced des i re in women but not i_n men .
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51.

What is the e ffe ct of circumcisi on on sex activi ti es in adulthood?
A. No e ffect .
B . Increase d enj oymen t.
C. De creased enj oyment.
D. Increased abi li ty to prolong se x re lati ons .
E . Re duced des i re to mas turbate .

52.

What i s mens truation?
A. Clearing the body of i ITq? ure b lood .
B . Bringing the ovum (egg) down into the womb .
C. Clearing the un ferti li zed ovum (egg) from the womb .
D. Cle aring the womb to prep are again for pos s ib le p regn an cy .
E . Nature ' s way o f reducing sex desi re i n women 4

SJ .

Is a mens truating women s ick?
A. Yes .
B . She i s in poor emotional health .
c. Her resis tance to infe ction or diseas e i s l ow.
D. She naturally fee ls we ak and unwe l l from los s of b lood .
E . Mens truation is not an i llness .

54.

Of the i tems lis ted here whi ch one is the mos t import ant in con
s i dering the pos s ibi li ty of intercourse during menstration ?
A. The atti tudes of the man and the woman .
B. Whe ther a woman can enj oy sex at this time .
C. Whe ther inte rcourse incre ases depress ion o f mens truati on .
D. Whe the r i t is physically possib le to have inte rcourse at
this time .
E . Whether inte rcourse during mens truation i s dange rous to
he alth.

55 .

What is the mos t like ly res ult of intercourse during menstruation ?
A. Inj ury to the woman ' s sex organs .
B. In fe ction of the male sex organs .
C . A normal pregnancy .
D. An abnormal p regnancy.
E. Nothing of importance to phys i cal heal th .

56 .

What changes us ual ly occur in mens truation afte r marri age ?
A. No changes occur un less the woman be come s p regn ant .
B. Mens truation is more regular and less di ffi cult .
C. Menstruation i s less regular and more di ffi cult.
D. Menstrual p ains and headaches di sappe ar .
E . Depression and moodiness are n o longe r p re sent.
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57.

How often are there male sperm ce lls , whi ch could cause pregnancy, in the fluid which flows from the male sex organ before
orgasm?
A. Thi s fluid always contains sperm ce lls .
B . Thi s fluid often contains sperm cel ls .
c. '.!his fluid contains sperm cells at time s .
o. This fluid neve r contains sperm cells .
E . No one knows whether this fluid contains sperm cells .

58.

How many times must a woman have intercours e for p regn an cy to be
possib le?
A. On ce .
B . Seve ral times .
c. Many times .
o. On ce , if she is pas sionate .
E . Several time s , if s he is not passionate .

59 .

What kind of intercourse is necessary for a woman to become
pregnant?
A. She must reach orgas m before the man .
B . '!he man and woman mus t reach orgasm at the same tome .
c. S he must reach orgas m after the man .
o� Pregnan cy is possib le whenever sperm cells enter t he vagina .
E . The man must reach orgasm for p regnancy to be possib le .

60 .

At wh at time in her cycle of menstruation is a woman most likely
to become pregnant ?
A . About two weeks before menstruation begi ns .
B . During the three days before menstruatio n begins .
c. During menstruation .
o. In the first day after menstruation ends .
E . During the firs t week after nenst ruation ends .

61 .

How soon afte r bi rth of
become p regnant again?
A. Before menstruation
B . Not until after s he
c. Not until s he s tops
o. Not unti l s he feels
E . Not unti l s he again

62 .

her baby is it pos s ib l e for a woman to
begins again .
has menstruated .
breas t feeding her baby .
sex des ire .
is able to achieve orgas m .

How does being unresponsive in intercours e affect the p ossibi lity
that a woman wil l become pregnant?
A. Makes pregnan cy impos sible .
B . Great ly reduces possibility o f pregnan cy .
c. Has no effect .
o. Increases pos sibility of pregnan cy .
E . Reduces possibility unless her husband i s ve ry pas sionate .
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63.

B y using a pregn an cy tes t how soon afte r pre gn an cy could have
occurre d can a d octor know that the woman is , or is no t , p regnant?
A. Ten to twe 1ve days .
B. Two to three weeks •
C. Four to s i x weeks.
D. Three mon ths or more .
E. Pregn an cy tes ts are not re liable.

64.

Wi thout the use of a laboratory tes t for p regn an cy how soon afte r
pre gnan cy could have occurred c an a phys i ci an be s ure that a
woman is p regn ant?
A. Afte r the fi rs t month .
B . Afte r the se cond month.
C. During the third month .
D. When he can he ar the baby ' s he art.
E. When the woman can fee l the baby move .

65.

For how long afte r a woman be comes pregn an t can she and her
husban d s afe ly contin ue thei r us ual p atte rn o f s e x re lations ?
A. Intercourse should s top at once .
B. They can continue for three months at thei r us ua l rate .
c. They can continue for six months but less frequently than
be fore .
D.. They can con tinue as long as the woman fee ls no dis comfort .
E. They should seek and follow the advi ce o f thei r doctor.

66.

What usual ly happens to the ce rvix and the vagina when a woman
i s having a baby ?
A. They re lax and are stre tched as the baby passes through .
B . The vagina i s he ld open by the doctor or midwi fe .
C. These openings mus t be enlarged by surge ry.
o. These openings are tom by press ure of labor.
E. Pre gnancy causes them to grow large r in p reparati on for bi rth .

67.

What change us ually occurs in the vagina as the res ul t of having
a baby?
A. It is much large r.
B. It i s s ligh tly large r .
c. T.he re is no change in size .
D. The woman can fee l gre ate r ple as ure in intercourse .
E. The woman can fee l less p le as ure in inte rcourse .

68.

What does size of male or female sex organs indi cate?
A. S i ze indi cates whe ther the man or woman wi l l be a food sex
p artne r.
B. Large se x organs mean greate r sex des i re and capacity .
c. S i ze indi cates how much the man or woman has mas turbated.
D. Large sex organs me an much expe rien ce in inte rcourse .
E . Size of sex organs indi cates none o f th e above .

74 .

69..

70 .

Whe re can a person with low sex de s i re ge t a cre am or a lotion
that wi ll cause him or he r to want or be abl e to have sex re lations
more often?
A. Drug s tores se ll them.
B . They e xis t but contain harmful drugs an d are not for s ale .
C. A doctor can pres cribe the se cre ams or lotions .
D . Some peop le know how to make them from herbs , oi ls , e tc.
E . The re are no s uch cre ams or lotions .
What is indi cate d about he r se x des i re and responsiveness by the

size o f a woman ' s bre as ts ?
A.
B.

c.

D.
E.

Women wi th large bre as ts are more
Women wi th small bre as ts are more
Women wi th large bre asts want sex
Women wi th small bre as ts want sex
Bre as t size i s no t re late d to sex

re spon s i ve in sex re lati ons .
re spon s i ve - in s e x re lations .
re lations more o ften .
re lation s more o ften .
des i re or re spons ivenes s .

71 .

What is the e ffe ct of e ating ce rtain foods s uch as oys ters , raw
e ggs , o lives , ce le ry , e tc . , on sex des i re and on capacity?
A. Noti ce ab le incre ase in desire in yotmg adults .
B . Noti ce ab le in cre ase in capaci ty in o lde r adul ts .
c. Noti c-e able in cre ase in bo th des i re and capaci ty for all age s .
D . Noti c-e ab le incre ase in de sire and cap aci ty in young adults .
E. Li ttle or no incre ase in ei th des i re or cap aci ty at any age .

72.

What i s the e ffe ct o f mas turbation on sex des i re , on capacity to
reach orgas m , and on ability to cause p regn ancy or to be come
pregnant later in li fe ?
A. Has no phys i cal e ffe ct on later des i re , capacity , or abil i ty .
B . H as n o psycho logi cal e ffe ct on late r des i re , capaci ty or
abi li ty .
c. The e ffe ct depends on how much the man o r woman h as mas turbated.
D. Re duces l ater des i re , capaci ty and abil i ty i n men .
E . Incre ases late r des i re and capaci ty in women .

73.

How
A.
B.
c.
D.
E.

74 .

What are the e ffe cts of masturbati on on the human body ?
A. re s s s trength .
B . Temporary reduction o f sexual tension .
c. Retarde d growth .
D . En larged sex organs .
E . Re duce d re s i s tan ce to disease .

does mas turbation affe ct inte lligen c-e an d emotional con trol?
Causes s ome los s in bo th .
May cause a ne rvous bre akdown .
S lows the grow th o f in te l li gen ce •
The e ffe ct depends on how much one mas t urbates .
Has no e ffe ct on eithe r one .

79

75 .

TO what e xtent c an rren an d women wi th syphi lis or gonorrhe a have
sex re lations ?
A . They want an d can have se x re lations more o ften .
B . They want and can have sex re lations less often .
c. They want and can have sex re lations as us ua l .
D. They want but can ' t have se x re lati ons .
E . They nei ther want nor c an have sex re lations .

(..

76 .

What has happened to the man or woman who had a ch an cre of
syphi lis or dis charge from gonorrhe a and these di s appeare d
wi thout me di cal tre atment?
A . The dise ase is cure d/ there is n o furthe r cause for wo rry .
B . 'nle un cured dise ase c an no t harm him or he r but may harm
othe rs .
C. The un cure d dise ase may late r harm him or he r but wi l l not
othe rs .
D. The un cure d dise ase is dangerous to the pe rson and to others .
E . The cure d dise ase me an s the pe rson is s a fe from having it
again .

77.

How curable are syphilis and gonorrhe a?
A . A lmos t every case of ei the r dis e ase can be cure d.
B . Some cases o f bo th dise as es can be cure d .
c. Syphi lis can not be cure d ; gonorrhe a is e as i ly cure d .
o. Gonorrhe a c an not be cure d ; syphilis is e as i ly cure d.
E . These diseas e c an be cured only i f tre ate d soon afte r infection .

78.

How do s e x re lations during or afte r menopause affe ct a woman • s
p hysi cal and emotional he alth?
A. This causes some phys ical distre s s or i l lne s s .
B . This causes a nervous condition .
c. This causes both phys ical an d emotional i l lness .
D. '111e e ffect depends on the woman ' s age when menopause begins .
E . '!'he re i s n o change from the e ffe ct be fore menopaus e begins .

79 .

How s oon afte r the be ginning of menopaus e may a woman s a fely
di s con tinue the practi ce of bi rth control?
A. As s oon as she has mi ssed three mens trual pe ri ods .
a . As s oon as she has mi ssed s i x menstrual pe ri ods in a row .
c. When she h as not menstruate d for one ye ar .
D. When she h as not mens truate d for two ye ars .
E . Wnen she has not m:ns truated for four ye ars .

80 .

What happens to a woman ' s se x de s i re an d cap aci ty for orgasm
during and afte r menopause?
A . She has les s desire and a lowe re d cap a::i ty f or orgasm .
B . She has a large incre ase i n s i x de sire and cap acity for orgasm.
c. He r des i re and cap aci ty for orgas m remain abo ut tjle s ame .
o . He r des i re an d capacity are un change d but se x re l ations are
p ain ful .
E . There c an be no orgasm afte r menop ause .
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APPENDIX D
INSTRUCTIONS ADDED TO FORM X OF McHUGH ' S
SEX KNOWLEDGE INVENTORY
This is NOT an intelligence test.
know about human sexuality.

It is a measure of what you

BE SURE TO READ ALL DIRECTIONS CAREFULLY
This inventory requires a maximum of 50 minutes. Take the test
only if your are presently an undergraduate student at SDSU and have
not taken it previously.
Mark only in the spaces provided on the answer sheet with a No. 2
pencil. The answer sheet reads ACROSS , NOT DOWN.
For each question select the best answer. If you do not know the
answer LEAVE IT BLANK and go on to the next question. DO NOT GUESS ! ! !
RESULTS OF THI S INVENTORY ARE CONFIDENTIAL
If you are interested in the correct answers , . they will be made
available to you in Room 2 62 in the office complex of the PE Center
after April 3 0.
You will find a word list in the last two pages of this booklet
to' help clarify unfamilar terminology.
This booklet will be used by others. Please do not make any marks on
it. Put your answers � only · on the ·answer sheet � Now go ahead with the
questions on the next page. Mark only one answer for each question.
Thank you very much for your cooperation.
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APPENDI X E
DEMOGRAPHIC QUES TIONS
Use the i denti fi cation numbe r s e ction o f the answe r sheet for the
ques ti ons be low. Mark ONE answe r for e ach ques ti on .
A.

What is your age ?
0) unde r 18
1) 18- 19
2) 20- 2 1

3)
4)
5)

22-2 3
24-26
27-29

B.

Se x?
0) Male

1)

Female

c.

Mari tal Status ?
0) Single
1) Marrie d

2)
3)

D.

Present academi c s tatus ?
0) Fre shman
2)
1) Sophomore
3)

E.

In what col le ge are you enrolle d?
0) Ag. and Bio l . Science
1) Arts and Science
2) Enginee ring
3) General Regis tration

6)
7)
8)

3 0- 35
36- 40
over 40

Divorced
Separate d

4)

Widowe d

Junior
Senior

4)

Other

4)

Home Ee.
Nursing
Pharmacy
E ducation

5)
6)

7)

F.

In whi ch s tate did you re ceive MOST of your p re - colle ge e ducation?
0) I owa
3) North Dakota
Minnes ota
1)
4) S outh Dakota
Other
5)
Nebraska
2)

G.

Have you ever comp le te d
mark where .
0) No
1) Junior High
2) Senior High ·
Colle ge
3)

H.

a course in human s e xuali ty ?
4)
5)
6)
7)

1 and
1 and
2 and
1, 2 ,

If so ,

2
3
3
and 3

Do you fee l that the re is a nee d for a course in human s e xuali ty
at S DS U?
O) Yes
1) No
2) tJnde cide d

78 .

What do you believe to be the major sources of your present knowledge
of human sexuality?

I.

The
0)
1)
2)
3)
4)

major source of sex knowledge.
Brothers/sisters
Books/magazines
Jr. /Sr. high courses
College courses
Connnercial movies

J.

Choose the second most influential source from those listed.

Choose one from those listed.
5) Friends
6) Parents
7) Church
8) Physicians
9) Other

